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IhTRODUCTION

The use of kite balloons as steady platforms in
large
been possible,
since existing; types suffer frcm
example, the 13150 cu ft ballocn of Ref.1 on a cable
lateral
wander over a distance of 500 ft, and lateral
the n-h-d speed were measured.

the sky has hitherto
not
For
scale wader.
length of 920 ft, had a
velocities
of 70$ CZ

Regardless of whether balloons could ever be developed which could fly
effectively
motionlessly
with respect to the ground 5.n an atmosphere which is
never at rest, it v:as felt that there was rcom for improvement in ballocn
For lateral
dynamic stability
analysis
design to achieve more stable flight.
values of lateral
aerodyntic
stability
derivatives
were
of kite balloons2,
required, and the main purpose of the low speed tunnel tests was to obtain
these and to assess the respective
contributions
of' the body and fins to them.
2

DESCRIXTIO~~OF TIG TESTS

The model was a 1/80th scale model of a 70600 cu. ft kite balloon,
It
was constructed of pine La.ndl-&d balsa fins, and was therefore effectively
rigid.
The surface was roughened all ever with Carborundum dust tc ensure
early and complete transition.
The model was made so that it could be fitted
to the dynamic test rig at three separate positions.
Leading dimensions and
the positions
of the axes of rotation
are shcwn in Fig.2.
A diagram of the dynamic test rig ap;)ears in Fig.1.
The model is
mounted on the end of a shaft, which is supported cn cross spring pivots and
The ,shaPt projects through the tunnel
has its axis normal to the stream.
wall, and outside the tunnel a transverse rocking beam is rigidly
attached to
it; this beam is elasticaliy
&r&rained
by coil springs attached by fine
wires to its ends. The aims in designing this rig were that the moticn of the
model should accurately be rotational
yawing abcut a fixed axis, that the
elastic
ccnstraint
tc this rotation should not vary wi';h load, <andthat the
rig damping shculd be small and repeatable.
Strain gauge balance measurements ai' rather poor accuracy were made of
the forces and moments cn the complete balloon model. Of these, the lift,
drag and pitching moment at zero sideslip
are shown in lQg.4.
The dynamic
test rig was used statically
to I,leasure the variation
cf yawing moment with
sideslip
about the two extreme axis positions
(axes 1 and 3) At zero incidence.
This was done for both the complete balloon model and the model with fins
removed, ,and the results
am sllowri in l!ig;,5.
The variation
of side force with
sideslip
was inferred from these results,
and plotted in Fig.6.
The dynamic tests consisted of measuring the rate of decay of free
oscillations.
There was a capacitor type transducer for measuring the
angular displacement,
end. records cf the decaying oscillations
were made on
paper using a galvanometer recorder.
The aerodynamic damping in yang was
found about the three separate axes.
With reference to FiG.3, if the model is oscillating
in yaw about a
fixed axis A a distance xA oft of the origin 0, tc which the motion, forces,
moments and stability
derivatives
arc referred,
then the equation of motion
cf the free oscillations
is:-

(I - N$ ; + (c- - "31) $ -t (K - I$,) $

where

I

= moment of inertia
about A

d

=

K=
in (I),

=

of model and moving parts

rotary

damping factor

rotary

stiffness

0

of rig

of the rig

of the rig

The expressions for the aerodynantic moment derivatives
as derived in the appendix, are :Ntf

appearing

(2)

= Ns + xA Y+ e xA iN; + "A '+>

N+ =

Nr + xA Yr -I- xA (Nxr + x* Yv) - U(N+ + XA Y+)

N$ = - U(Nv
For this

+ XA yv)

(3)
(lc)

.

rig,

W and N are very small compared with I and K,
J,
\Ir
respectively.
This means that t?e change in frequency of the free
oscillations
between wind-off
snd wind-on conditicns
is too small for
anything useful to be deduced from it.
In any case, there is a
fundamental indeterminacy
in such frequency measurements, since the
change depends on both X K and W./I.
In this experiment, it is only
d
*
the aerodyn~amic damping which has been found.
The dimensional
can be rewritten:

Nlf

formula

= Nr-

Non-dimensionalising,

for the aerodynamic damping derivative

u ‘$

I- XA(Nv -+ Yr - u ji;)

by dividing

+ xi Yv .

through by

N*
If

(5)

we obtain
2

n.*

"A
= n r -n f'-rlv+Yre (

w

for lateral
motion which is adequately described
Thus in principle,
by these linear equations, a knowledge of the aerodynamic: dam$ng about
three separate axes means that a "damping parabola" may be plotted,
the
coefficients
of which are the following
groups of stability
derivatives
Damping parabolas for the model with
tnr - n& (nv + Y, - Y+) t3i-d yvm
and without fins have been plotted in Pig.7.
3
full

DISCUSSION CF R.EXXLTS
In considering
the results of these tests, insofar as they apply to
scale kite balloons,
the folloting
limitations
should be borne

in mind. The model was rigid,
and the scale and hence Reynolds nuniber was
However, for the dyntic
tests, the frequency parameters were
very small.
chosen to be of the same order as those of the observed motions cf full
No correction
has been made for tunnel blockage or the
sized kite balloons.
interference
of the shaft and its fairing.
From F&6,
it can be seen that the presence of the fins is responsible
for the major part of the side force on the complete model. The centre of
pressure of the static side forces on the complete model is OJ& 4 aft of the
nose, whilst for the body of revolution
with fins removed, the centre of
pressure is 0.08 C ahead of the nose.
The important result s of the dynamic test s are summarised in the graph
of Fig.7.
The graph shows two damping parabolas, one for the complete model,
The aerodynamic damping of the
and the other for the model without fins.
model without fins was only a small proportion of the damping of the complete
model. Tests were carried out at zero incidence for two not very different
frequency parameters (the same physical frequency of about 3 copes. and two
wind speeds U = 60 ft/sec and U = 100 ft/sec):
the variation
of the dampings
between these two frequency parameters was barely distinguishable
from the
so that the dming
parabolas were plotted using average
experimental scatter,
values of the damping.
An interesting
feature of Fig.7 is that the minimum values of the
damping derivative
nT are close to zero, for both the complete model and the
body of revolution
wyth fins removed. The minima occur at x/4 z 0.9 for the
There is at
complete model, and at x/4 :: 0.6 for the model without fins.
present no theoretical
treatment which predicts this result.
From the point
of view of balloon stability,
1't is the values of the aerodynamic damping
about the centre of gravity or the point of cable attachment, which are
significant,
and these will undoubtedly be positive.
Note that the only single derivative
found from the dynamic tests
and one can compare this direct&jr with the static value.
yv (static)

= - 1.43

yv (dynamic)

=

-

leQ+

is yv,

l

The large lack of correspondence between these values is probably mainly due
to the poor accuracy of inferring
a value of yv from the damping measurements
about the three axes of the tests.
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n

=
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pm2
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nt

f

V
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yv = pvs
yr
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frequency

=
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N
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For I$ sn-d.1, the motion
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v

= xA 6 - IJ$

(7)

r

=

(8)

4

l

The aerodynamic moment about A is:
NA

Novf, with

the assumptions

Y

z

z

N -I- xA

CP linear

(9)

Y

stability

theory,

Yv v -k Y. + + Yr r -k Yr i- .
V

we

have:

"

Therefore
NA =
=

(NV + xA Yv) (xa $ - U$) -I- (N.v -t xk Y;)

..
(xh '$ - Ui)

-t- ( Nr + xh Yr) i + (I$ -t- xA ';-) v

=

w [U (NV + xA w,)] $ + [xA(Nv + xl1 Yv) - U(zJ.v + x1$Y+) + (Nr + x~Y~)]q
I- cx, (i‘J; + xA Y+)+ (N? + xA Y;-)I ; ,
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LOWSPEEDWIND TUNNELTIGSTS
ON A KITE BALLOONMODEL.
Simon&s, M.H. November 1961.

Low speed wind tunnel tests, aimed mainly at finding certain
lateral aerodynamic stability
derivatives, were carried out on a rigid
l/8Oth scale model of a 70600 cu ft kite balloon.
The lift,
drag and
pitching nonent, and the variation with angle of sideslip of the static
values of side force and yawing moment, were found. In dynamic tests,
the aerodynamic damping of free oscillations
in yaw was measured about
From these neasurements the following
three separate axes of rotation.
combinations of stability
derivatives were found: (n - n.),
r
v
(% L1 Y+ + yr) and Y c Results were obtained for the model at zero
V
incidence, with the fins in place and with then removed.

Low speed wind tunnel tests, aimed mainly at finding certain
lateral aerodynamic stability
derivatives, were carried out on a rigid
The lift,
drag and
1180th scale model of a 70600 cu It kite balloon,
pitching moment, and the variation with angle of sidesiip of the static
values of side force and yawing moment, were found, In dynamic tests,
the aerodynamic damping of free oscillations
in yaw was measured about
three separate axes of rotation,
Frm these cleasurenents the following
combinations of stability
derivatives were found: (n - n )
r
t’
Results were obtained for the model at zero
Y+
+
yr)
and
Yv,
‘“V
incidence, with the fins in pla@e and with thm rmoved.
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Simonds, M.H. November 1961.
Low speed wind tunnel tests, aimed mainly at finding certain
lateral aeroQnamic stability
derivatives, were carried out on a rigid
1/8Oth scale model of a 70600 cu ft kite balloon,
The lift,
drag and
pitching monent, and the variation with angle of sideslip of the static
values of side force and yawing moment, were found, In Qnamic tests,
the aerodynamic damping of free oscillations
in yaw was measured about
three separate axes of rotation,
From these measurements the following
combinations of stability
derivatives were found: (nr - n.),
V

Results were obtained for the model at zero
(n,-y++y,)andy.
incidence, with the Tins in place and with them removed.
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